PIANC-RecCom and ICOMIA-IMG invite owners, operators and designers to submit marina projects that deserve recognition in the following criteria:

- Functionality
- Aesthetics
- Environmental Sustainability

The PIANC Marina Excellence Design “Jack Nichol” Award is the most prestigious international award that recognizes excellence in the design of marinas and recreational navigation infrastructure, and is administered by PIANC’s Recreational Navigation Commission (RecCom).

Eligible marinas should have been constructed (or reconstructed) within the last 15 years and have been operational for at least 2 years.

Submission Deadline: January 31, 2020

For additional information and forms, go to: https://www.pianc.org/awards/pianc-marina-excellence-design-jack-nichol-award

Please submit inquiries and form submittals to: RecCom@pianc.org or PIANC.RecCom@gmail.com